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I. Introduction

100 percent of the reward for his labor, the foray into
e-publishing
had a different sort of ending. King's
Stephen King has been terrifying his readers with oddly
believable horror tales since he published Carrie in return was initially higher than expected. But in
1974.' With the release of The Plant, however, King the shadow of the second installment, King began
struck real-life terror into the hearts of book publishers to experience problems with the Internet format.
everywhere. The novel was never displayed in floor- King discussed one of those problems on this website
to-ceiling pyramids at chain bookstores. There was
There is undoubtedly some thievery and bootno promotional tour. The book did not have a glossy
legging going on, but Marsha 9 and I believe the
foil-stamped dust jacket, or even pages. In fact, there
real problem may lie elsewhere. It appears to
was no book-at least in so far as we commonly
us that some people are downloading two and
understand the term-at all. There was just intangible
even three times to different formats-to the
content ready to be downloaded from the Internet.
Palm Pilot say, and also to whatever Microsoft
From his publisher's perspective, King's tech savvy
uses. This may be based on a simple misperwasn't the frightening aspect of his experiment. It was
ception. Let me put it this way: you couldn't
the fact that King released his work completely free of the
go into a bookstore and say, "I want you
publisher's involvement. And in so doing, King placed
to give me the paperback version and the
himself at "the crossroads in the history ofbooks," stating,
audio version of this book free because I
bought the hardcover." As simply as I can
I have a sense of being in a place and time
put it, you must pay for what you take
where I might actually make a difference in
every time you take it or this won't work.'0
how people view the Web ... . There
is a possibility of opening up an area of
King has since ceased uploading installments of
publishing that won't be touched by the
the book, blaming technological difficulties and disapmajor publishers-not necessarily for John
pointment at readers' low interest in the fourth installGrisham or Tom Clancy, because they
ment." A spokesperson for King has commented that the
don't need to do this, but this might be a
experiment was a bust: "Even for Stephen King, making
way for a lot of other writers to publish.'
people aware that [The Plant] is out there is a challenge.
Rather than relying on his traditional publisher, That is one of the reasons I am sure Stephen King would
Simon & Schuster, to handle the marketing and pub- never give up traditional publishing. Traditional publish12
licity for and copyright protection of his novel, King ers provide a huge service, actually selling the work."'
In the sense that e-publishing did not materialize for
and his assistants played all of the publishing roles
themselves.
They edited, designed and launched King as a highly successful way for him to deliver The
the first installment of The Plant on King's website.4 Plantto readers, his experiment does not seem all that
King intended to publish the novel in ten install- interesting-business ventures fail everyday without
ments, and requested only that readers send a dollar to much ado. His experiment is interesting, however, in so
his Maine office as payment for each installment that far as it can be viewed as an initial but important first
they downloaded.5 He promised to continue upload- step toward a new kind of publishing world. Viewed
ing installments of The Plant so long as 75 percent in this light, the experiment provokes some interesting
of readers paid.
King even went so far as to questions and raises some unique problems to which
arrange with Amazon.com to provide readers the answers have yet to be found. Will this new mode of
option to pay by credit card.7 Amazon would have publishing prove to be a low-cost avenue for authors
preferred to enter a co-publishing agreement with lacking King's cache to get their work out into the world?
King, but he "didn't want that much assistance." 8 What fate lies ahead for traditional publishers who for
In the end, King's experiment turned out to be some- generations have existed to match authors to readers?
Whatever role e-publishing is ultimately to assume
what of a nightmare of its own. While the venture could
have been an incredible windfall, with King collecting in the publishing world, its emergence calls for the
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(re) evaluation of significant legal issues affecting the
contractual relationship of authors and publishers. This
Note identifies some of those issues, and where appropriate, suggests some tentative solutions. Part II of this
Note sets e-publishing and the concerns it raises in
context by providing a brief discussion of the traditional
book publishing industry and the roles that publishing
contracts and personal relationships play in that industry. Part III provides an introduction to the emerging
world of e-publishing and e-books. Part IV discusses
the legal issues that authors and publishers need to
consider when entering into electronic or traditional
publishing contracts in light of e-books and e-publishing.

II. A Changing Business:
From Old World Order to New

spirit of the book with eye-catching dust jacket art; the
editorial assistant, who will write copy selling both the
book and whatever interesting spin on the author's life
might entice a reader to buy it; the publicity manager,
who will plan the author's book tour; the sales force,
who will determine the market for the book and strategically place copies and supporting materials in the
hands of bookstore clerks nationwide; and the subsidiary
rights director, who will assess the book for potential
in non-book markets (e.g., the audio book market).
Finally, the legal department of the publishing house
will draft a contract to assure the author and her agent
that all that the editor and her colleagues have promised
her will come to pass. The contracts and licenses represent the publishing house's commitment to the author and
her work, a promise that they will promote the value of
the author's copyright while the publisher is its custodian.

The business of publishing books has historically been
This somewhat intimate relationship between author,
slow moving, driven more by relationships and pasdescribed above, has changed from
sion for the process than by bottom lines. Liberal arts agent, and publisher,
decades past.15 Publishing houses, from the middle of the
majors, literature students, and generalists of all sorts
century on, have increasingly traded their independence
seek jobs in the industry in part for this reason-books
for the relative security offered by unions with media
do not change and the business
of making them changes only
T H
RA
begrudgingly. Jason Epstein, the
relying- on his- traditionalpubformer editor of Random House,
I-lisher, Simon & Schuster, to handle
describes the "true nature" of
book publishing as inherentlythe marketing crnd publicity for and copyright protection
unconventional, a cottage indus- of his novel, King and his assistants played all of the

R

try, and one that "more closely
resembles a vocation or an

E Dthan

p u blis hin g rle

themselves. They edited, designed and
launched the firs -t
installment of The Plant on King's website.

amateur sport in which the primary goal is the activity itself,
not its financial outcome."' 3
The story begins when an author, crude manuscript
in hand, approaches an agent. 4 The agent then has
lunch (and several martinis) with an editor. Together,
they pool their knowledge of reader behavior and the
current book market, and collaborate, driven by their
faith in and admiration of the author, on how to polish
the manuscript into a literary gem for readers to enjoy.
Following the lunch, the editor returns, fueled by
the conversation with the agent (and the martinis), to
the publishing house. There, the editor evangelically
ignites similar passion in the creative minds and hearts
of his colleagues: the designer, who will set type for
the manuscript pages and determine the weight of the
hardbound cover; the art director, who will capture the

conglomerates such as Time Warner, Von Holtzbrinck,
and Bertelsmann. The upshot of this trend is that a
greater emphasis has been placed on the bottom line
throughout the publishing industry. This change in
focus has infused new financial expectations into the
historically fickle and generally profitless industry of
book publishing that has resulted in greater hesitancy
on the part of publishers to sign on unknown writers
whose work has yet to be tested in the marketplace.
In Epstein's estimation, "conglomerate budgets require
efficiencies and create structures that are incompatible with the notorious vagaries of literary production, work whose outcome can only be intuited."'6

In this changed world, literary agents play an increasingly crucial role in providing necessary communication
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between the author and publisher, often serving in a dual
capacity as an author's first critical reader and a prospective publisher's market assessor. An agent therefore must
have a firm understanding ofthe book's market-its likely
readers and how to market the book to those readerswell before the book has garnered a publisher's support.

Ill. e-Books and the Emerging
World of e-Publishing
With the rapid advancement of word processing and
handheld computing technology, the idea of handheld
e-books has been looming on the horizon for some
time. In recent years, innovation has caught up with
technology in the form of dedicated electronic reading
devices, or "readers," such as Franklin E-Bookman,
RCA REB 1100 E-Book, Rocket E-books, and
e-book compatible Palm Pilots. 7 Readers are beginning to adapt to this new format, learning to read
on a screen rather than a page, and coming to
appreciate the convenience of digitally stored text.
There are currently several types of electronic "readers" on the market. Each has shortcomings, but "the
flaws often have less to do with readability ... and more
to do with finding and downloading books."' 8 Most
e-books operate under a system whereby a user can
download the text of the book from the Internet onto
a regular PC or a dedicated handheld device. Some
websites offering digital content, like the books available from BookVirtual.com, attempt to replicate the
traditional reading experience by simulating actual paper
pages and text.' 9 The Microsoft product, Microsoft
Reader, requires no special device-one can simply
download the Reader for free and then read text on
the screen of a desktop, laptop, or palmtop computer.2 0
For handheld readers like Rocket E-books, the reading experience varies-often in lockstep with cost.
Barnes & Noble's website provides, in addition to
downloadable text compatible with each of the available
electronic reading devices, a side-by-side comparison
of the functions of each electronic book reader.2 The
benefits attributed to the various devices include readability, the ability to store up to 135 books in a
single handheld device, backlighting, enhanced graphics and note-taking, highlighting and page-marking
functions. 2 The two principle formats now available
are Microsoft Reader and Adobe Acrobat E-Book
Reader. Reader software for each of the formats is

available free from the Barnes & Noble website.13
The extent of content available for downloading and
whether"cbrf smers will want to adapt to the technology
remain largely uesolved concerns. Currently there are
721 "Fiction, Literitii and Poetry" titles available from
the Barnes & Noble website formatted for Microsoft
Reader and 915 titles available in Adobe Acrobat format.
These are not, however, exclusive licenses, such that
each title is only available in ,one electronic format.
For example, PersonalInjuries,by Scott Turow, is currently available for immediate download in all electronic formats as well as, of course, hardcover, massmarket, and tradepaper editions. The cost of the downloadable titles does not vary significantly between the
various formats offered on Barnes & Noble's site. 4
Barnes & Noble hopes to increase sales of books
in these formats by enhancing the purchasing "experience" online as they did earlier in the 90s when they
incorporated coffee shops into their brick-and-mortar
stores. Shortly after launching their e-book division,
Barnes & Noble announced a new "interactive marketing" plan. "Behind the Words" is a series offered on the
website that delivers video-streamed interviews with
authors. 2 A spokesperson for the company has said that
the program is a "light step" towards "taking advantage
of the medium" and is consistent with Barnes & Noble's
commitment to "trying to connect readers to
authors. 26 The program, says Barnes & Noble's
Vice President of Product Development, utilizes "the
power of the Internet ...to deliver a rich media
experience for a person who is looking for a particu27
lar book or information about a particular author."
Amazon.com, Barnes & Noble's chief competitor
in online bookselling, launched its electronic bookstore in November 2000 with 1,000 titles available in
the Microsoft Reader format-a fraction of Amazon's
total inventory of over 28 million printed books. 8 The
November launch was the result of a deal between
Amazon and Microsoft whereby Microsoft made available for free to Amazon customers a customized version of its Reader software.29 In exchange, Microsoft
is to receive a percentage of each e-book sold. The
publishers of the works made available in electronic form
also compensate Microsoft for use of the technology."
Versaware is another company that is using the Internet to transform the experience of reading for both publishers and readers. In contrast to the Amazon/Barnes
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within a set amount of time and to use the publishing
house's best efforts to sell it and promote its author."
One of the most strenuously negotiated terms of a
publishing contract is the nature of the advance paid
to the author. An advance is a sum of money, usually
half of which is paid to the author upon signing the
contract, with the second half payable upon publication,
which approximates the amount of money the publisher
expects the book to earn. Books "earn" their advance
money from retail sales, sales to libraries, and sales of
subsidiary rights, including publication rights for
large-print or audio book formats. Advances paid
to established authors, whose books will certainly
be reviewed by all major newspapers and make a
bestseller list, by publishers like Viking and Simon
& Schuster can exceed several million dollars. 6
Once a book has earned
~oks operate under a its advance, the author typically receives a percentsysterm whereby a user con age, called the "royalty
of each sale. The
download the text otf the book from the rate,"
royalty rate provided for in
Internet onto a regulcir PC or a dedicated most publishing contracts
ten percent of the "list
handheld device. Some websites offering isprice,"
or the price listed
digital content, like the books available on the inside of the dust
hardcover
from BookVirtual.com attempt to replicate jacket, for each
book sold. 37 An "escalathe traditional readincI experience by sim- tor" clause is also typi-

& Noble formula, which with some slight innovation
treats electronic books much like their printed and bound
ancestors, Versaware offers a full service "Content
Management System." Versaware provides both "content
consumers" (i.e., readers) and publishers "a new way
of thinking about information" by consolidating "web
links, word processing documents and electronic books
in one convenient online location."'" When a publisher delivers the text of a book to Versaware, the
company "digitizes" the book's content, retaining its
essential "DNA," and stores it on the company's servers.32 Versaware's technology thus ensures that the work
maintain[s] its original design, even as an eBook." 33
As one industry observer, discussing the "brave new
world" of electronic publishing put it, "[i]n an age where
everyone speaks of convergence, this is one company
that's truly doing it all."34

IV. Contracting in
the e-Book Age

MOST e-bo

The advent of the e-book
and e-publishing poses
new, and largely unresolved, issues that need to
be considered by authors
and publishers when entering into publishing contracts. Because sophisticated parties negotiating publishing contracts ulating actual pape r pages and text. cally included in publishing contracts. Escalator
are likely able to solve
clauses typically provide
the problems that they
that in the event a book attains a certain level of comare aware of, the central purpose of this Part
mercial success, say, for example, sales in excess of
is to identify those problems. However, where
rate will increase a couple
appropriate, some tentative solutions are provided. 10,000 copies, the royalty
3
of percentage points. A second escalation generally
occurs when sales reach 15,000 copies. For paperA. PublishingContract Bc sics
back sales, the royalty rate is usually between six
To understand how the emergence of e-publishing and seven-and-a-half percent of the paperback list
affects the basic contractual relationship between an price, increasing to between eight and ten percent after
author and publisher it is crucial to understand the basics the first 100,000 copies are sold.39 With regard to
of the publishing contract. A publishing contract simply all other licensed uses of the book content, the split
represents an exchange of promises between an author between publisher and author is generally fifty-fifty.4"
and publisher. The author grants the publisher the right
Publishing contracts also traditionally contain a provito publish her book in hardcover format and to sell sion dealing with the license of electronic rights or rights
additional rights (e.g., the right to publish the work in the work derived from "technologies not yet known"
in paperback, audio book and magazine form). In or "other media." 4 "Other media" clauses are typically
return, the publisher promises to publish the book
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used to license a book's content for use in CD-ROM
42
programs, audio recordings, and motion pictures.
As these technologies become "known" rather than
"not yet known" and prove profitable, authors begin
to reserve the right to license these rights in the their
works.43 This reservation typically takes the form of
either an express clause in the contract or a clause limiting the grant of rights to only those traditional print
forms listed in the contract (e.g., hardcover, paperback,
and magazine). Because a movie, even one that fails
at the box office, will always increase sales of the
printed book, traditional book publishers almost always
concede motion picture rights without debate, recognizing that the interest of the "book" (and its author)
44
will ultimately serve the publisher's interest as well.

therefore be concerned with the meaning ascribed to
the term "best efforts" when negotiating an e-book deal
with a publisher. Can a publisher discharge her obligation to use best efforts to promote the author's work by
launching "raw" digital files on the Internet? What type
of promotion is required for an e-book anyway? These
are questions that an author should ask her publisher
before signing a contract. An author should likewise
consider these questions when deciding whether to selfpublish.
The Superior Court of New York provided useful
guidance for determining what best efforts may mean in
context of e-publishing in Schisgallv. FairchildPublications, Inc.45 The case arose out of a publishing contract
between a publisher and the authors of a book on the
garment industry.46 Upon the authors' delivery of their
manuscript, the publisher printed 5,000 volumes of
B. e-Best Efforts
Book publishers, and authors considering whether to the work. 47 However, on the date of publication, the
find a publisher or self-publish, need to address the publisher "[withdrew] the book from 48sale and notified
question of who is best-equipped to market the author's the literary critics not to review it." Furthermore,
work in e-book format, the author or publisher. Authors, despite the fact that the publisher received orders for
book, it refused to "promote or publish" the book or
particularly those with Stephen King's popularity, may the
"make copies thereof available for sale." 49
be better served by entering into a traditional publishing
The interesting part of this case comes in the court's
relationship with an established publisher rather than
navigating the world of e-publishing on their own. The discussion of the authors' claim that50the publisher was
benefits of such a relationship are clear. The publisher liable in tort for breach of contract. The crux of the
is likely to have superior knowledge of the market and publisher's argument that the authors had no basis to
no duty to
is better positioned to time the launch of the book. The recover on a tort theory was that it owed
5
publisher also likely has the ability to cross-promote the authors to exploit the authors' work. The publisher
claimed that because the conthe cost of publis iing on the Internet tract gave it the authors' entire
including the "copyis
low, even non inal, the publisher property,
right, [and the] right to print,
may lack any incentive to match the author' S¢own investment of publish and sell [the book],"
authors relinquished any
time with an equivalent promotional effort. \ Vhereas traditional the
legal
interest in their work.52
q
book publishing requires a substantial fir iancial investment
The court, however, conC
and concomitant risk by the publisher t print and sell a cluded otherwise. 5 The court
explained that the authors'
single book, e-publishing requires merely ! a simple upload, transfer of rights and property
to the defendant did not totally
the author's book with similar titles. Additionally, the deprive the plaintiffs of certain rights and interests in the
publisher has more money to spend on advertising and work. The court reasoned that the authors' assignment
superior access to traditional and online advertising of their rights in the work was based "on the business to
channels.
be done" and that arrangement resulted in a relationship
All of these perks, however, depend on the publisher's that required "fair dealing. 54 The court explained that
fulfillment of its contractual obligation to use its "best the duty owed by the publisher did not arise out of a
efforts" to promote the author's work. Authors must

BECAUSE
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specific contract provision, but out of an implied role of
"trustee of the copyright for the benefit" of the authors. 11
The court stated that "the special relationship here may
not be specifically expressed, and yet the whole factual
situation may be instinct with a duty which should
be imposed by law upon the publisher."56 The court
thus concluded that "[t]he law implies a promise on
the defendant's part to endeavor to make the book and
copyright productive, since that is the very purpose of

publisher may lack any incentive to match the author's
own investment of time with an equivalent promotional effort. Whereas traditional book publishing
requires a substantial financial investment and concomitant risk by the publisher to print and sell a single
book, e-publishing requires merely a simple upload.
A brief glance at the last decade of publishing illustrates that a publisher's gamble in offering enormous
advances to brand name authors does not always result
57
in a bestseller. Such was the case of publisher Rob
the assignment of literary rights.
The court also considered the meaning of best efforts Weisbach Books when it paid a reported six million
beyond the basic exploitation of the copyright assigned dollars for Whoopi Goldberg's book, Book, which spent
to the publisher, but, again, found little help in the terms just a brief three weeks on the New York Times Bestseller
of the contract itself. The contract did not specifically list-not selling nearly enough copies to recoup the
require the publisher to promote or advertise, but merely astronomical advance paid to the author.6' A similar fate
to "sell" the book.5" In fact, the contract left entirely to met Viking Press when it paid four and a half million
the publisher the determination of the means and methods dollars for Marcia Clark's book, Without a Doubt.
of selling the work.5 9 The court explained, however, The advance seemed to make sense immediately after
the O.J. Simpthat because the
A broader conclusion that st ould be reached, however, is son civil trial,
publisher was
but even five
obligated to useA
h
months before
to
reach
agreewould
be
wise
that publishers and author,
its best efforts
to sell the book, ment regarding the transfer of e ectronic publishing rights rather the book's May
"reasonable"
1997 release
il
date,
one jourof
a
court.
in
the
hands
nation
efforts toward than put such a crucial determ
nalist noted,
promotion and
60
"Without a Doubt looks more like a gamble than a
advertising were appropriately read into the contract.
sure thing."62 These types of simple misjudgment
an
author's
The duty to use best efforts to exploit
copyright, as explained by the Schisgall court, needs to can put a publisher in the unfortunate position
be considered by authors and publishers when entering of being forced, in accordance with the author's
into e-publishing contracts. From the author's per- contract, to send a title to print knowing that it
spective, her contribution remains constant whether will never recoup the advance paid to the author.
With the option of e-publishing, however, authors
the work is published in a tangible or intangible
be justified to harbor fears that their publishers may
may
medium. However, e-publishing costs a publisher
a lot less than traditional publishing. Thus, the simply upload their books onto the publishers' websites
author will have (relatively) more at stake than the and consider their obligations under their publishing
publisher when entering an e-publishing contract. contracts wholly discharged. Whether a court will find
This simple reality may prove crucial in gauging the this level of effort meets the "reasonable" best efforts
level of effort that a publisher will put forth in exploiting standard is unclear. In light of this uncertainty, an author
an e-book. The "plant" costs of paper, printing, and would thus be wise to include a clause in her publishing
binding born by the publisher in traditional publishing contract that clearly defines what effort level satisfies
arrangements provide a significant incentive for the the publisher's duty to use "best efforts" to promote the
publisher to promote the book and print a sufficient author's work. This may be especially wise in view
number of copies to recoup its investment within the of the current level of effort being put forth by pubshortest time possible. But this incentive may be utterly lishers to promote e-book releases. Currently, it
lacking in the e-publishing context. Because the cost seems that publishers' efforts to publicize e-books have
of publishing on the Internet is low, even nominal, the been as much directed towards promoting the new
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e-Books and Electronic Piracy: Tomorrow's Napster?
Every copy of every book has, it can be assumed, multiple readers. Library books go home with many readers
over their lifetimes, and consumers often share copies of books with friends. This secondhand-user phenomenon,
however, is necessarily limited by the life-spans ofphysical books themselves. Books can only spend time in so many
pairs of hands before they deteriorate. And at a certain point in its life, readers will simply prefer to buy a "fresh"
copy rather than accept a well-worn hand-me-down.
This is-not the case with electronic books. Copies of e-books can be sent across the farthest reaches of
cyberspace, from reader to reader, at no cost and with no sigis of aging. Thus, once e-books have a bona fide readership,
there is little doubt that electronic piracy will manifest itself as a serious problem.
In fact, electronic piracy of e-books has already begun to rear its ugly head. Just days after Stephen King
launched Riding the Bullet online in encrypted form, someone in Switzerland posted a decrypted version on a website.1
Amazingly, this piracy occurred despite the fact that both Amazon.con and Barnes & Noble were offering the
authorized version, complete with reading software, for free! 2 Even more recently, a hacker successfully bypassed
the encryption technology used in Adobe Acrobat files, proving that encrypted text files are just as vulnerable to
piracy as any anything else on the Internet.'
Of course, all of this sounds too familiar in a post-Napster world. But it does raise a novel question: How
will the publishing industry respond to this sort of file-sharing? The response of the music industry may provide
little guidance. The two industries organize themselves in radically different ways. The "triple royalty scheme"
that drives music publishing, whereby royalties are generated by the written musical composition, the sales of
mechanical reproductions, and the performance of the individual song, has no equivalent in book publishing. As
one writer has pointed out, equating the two seems quite silly: "It's almost as if the author of a book of short stories
received royalties 4from sales in bookstores, from reading the stories to audiences, and from printing each story
'
in the book itself.
In contrast to the music industry, -users and promoters of "literary content" have always counted on "sharing"
among consumers. Publishers of both books and magazines count on at least five. "reads" of each "unit" sold.
Magazines even include this calculation in the circulation figures that they provide to advertisers-figures that help
advertisers determine how much they are willing to pay to advertise within the pages of a given magazine.5 And book
publishers have never balked at selling books to public libraries, which exist for the express purpose of circulating
books forfree to anyone with a library card.
Thus the open question is whether the ease of copying and distributing flawless e-books via the Internet
will change the traditional approach of the publishing industry. Will publishers go down the same path as the music
industry-tireless litigation and an endless search for impenetrable encryption technologies? Or will it continue to
tolerate online what it has tolerated offline from time immemorial?
Charles C. Mann, The Heavenly Jukebox, ATLANTIC MoNTmY, Sept. 2000, at 39-59, 48.
2Id.
3 For a list of links

to articles discussing e-book security in light of the prosecution of Dmitry Sklyarov, see generally Kendra
Mayfield, Expo Focus on SecuringE-Books, WID NEws, availableat http://www.wired.com/news/print/o,1294,45635,00.html
(July 31, 2001).
4Mann,
5

supra note 1, at 50.

See SAMMYE

JOHNSON & ?ATRICIA PRUATAL, THE MAGAZINE FROM COVER TO COVER: INSIDE A DYNAMIC INDUSTRY

197

146-48 (2000).
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medium as to promoting the works that make use of it.

C. e-Rights
The grant of rights in the work that the publishing
contract provides for is another issue to be considered
in light of e-publishing technology. Is the author to
give all rights in the work to the publisher? Does
this include e-publishing rights? Or is the author
to retain the right to publish her work in e-book
form? In light of recent court decisions, authors and
publishers would be wise to explicitly bargain over
the extent of rights in the work to be relinquished.
The recent Rossetta Books case underscores the
importance of making explicit the grant of rights in a
work provided for by a publishing contract. The issue
in the case centered on "who owns the rights to sell
digital versions of previously published books.16 The
answer provided by the court was that authors retain
e-publishing rights and can either sell them to their traditional publishers or license the rights to third parties.64
The underlying facts of the case are quite straightforward. The plaintiff, Random House, had long held
publishing contracts with a number of authors in whom
the electronic publishing house, Rosetta Books, saw
market potential for electronic versions of their already
publisher works. 65 But rather than license electronic
rights in the works from Random House, Rossetta Books
contracted directly with the authors for those rights.66
Random House sued Rosetta Books for tortious interference with its contracts and copyright infringement
and sought to enjoin Rosetta Books from selling the
works in electronic form.67 Random House claimed
that because the authors granted it the exclusive right to
publish their various works "in book form," it
implicitly had the exclusive right to publish them
in any form that "faithfully reproduced" their
work as "a reading experience." 68 Random House
thus contended that because e-books contain the
works' complete texts, Rosetta Books was barred
from publishing the authors' works in that form. 69
Random House relied on two clauses in its contracts
with the authors-clauses that are common in publishing
contracts-to advance its argument that the contracts
signed by the authors decades ago foreclosed the authors
from selling electronic rights to any third party.70 The
first contract clause that Random House relied on was
one requiring it to "publish the work at its own expense

and in such a style and manner and at such a price as
Random House deemed suitable."' 71 Random House
asserted that this clause meant that the publisher, and
not the author, had control over the format of the book.72
The publisher thus claimed that it, not the author, had
the option of publishing the book in any given form,
including electronic form7 3 The court rejected this
argument however, noting that, in the context of the
contract as a whole, the "style and manner" clause
appeared completely distinct from the "grant of rights"
section of the contract. 74 The court was thus convinced that the clause applied only to the "appearance
of the formats granted to Random House" in the
general grant of rights section of the contracts75
Random House next relied on the non-compete clauses
in the contracts as evidence that the "authors granted
it broad, exclusive rights in their work. ' 76 The relevant
language in one contract read: "[T]he Author agrees that
during the term of this agreement he will not, without
the written permission of the Publisher, publish or permit
to be published any material in book or pamphlet form,
based on the material in the work, or which is reasonably
likely to injure its sale."77 The non-compete term of
another contract is even more explicit: "[T]he Author
... will not publish or permit to be published any
edition, adaptation or abridgement of the Work by
any [other] party without ... [the] prior written
consent [of the publisher]. ' ' 78 The court rejected
this argument as summarily as it did the first,
noting that this clause is also limited by the grant
79
of rights explicitly provided for in the contracts.
In thus finding that the authors, and not Random
House, retained the right to publish their works in electronic form, the court reiterated the holding of a 1950
case." Fieldv. True Comics held that, especially where
the author has reserved certain rights for herself, "the
sole and exclusive right to publish, print and market in
book form was much more limited ... than the sole and
exclusive right to publish, print and market the book."'"
Thus, even in the age of the e-book, it seem that the
definition of "book" is limited. As the Rossetta Books
court concluded, the rights to the content of a work itself
are independent of the right to publish it in a given form.
The conclusions that authors and publishers should
draw from a case like Rosetta Books seem clear. Obviously, publishers may be unable to rely on the general
language of non-compete clauses or clauses conferring
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discretion on publishers with respect to the appearance used them in ways different from the print publiof the published works as authority for the grant of cations in which they were originally contained. 90
For publishers and authors contemplating traditional
electronic publishing rights. A broader conclusion
that should be reached, however, is that publishers or e-publishing deals, the important lesson to take away
and authors would be wise
to reach agreement regarding
basing royalty payments on the
the transfer of electronic pubnumber of copies sold, as is the current
lishing rights rather than put
such a crucial determination model, perhaps cruthors and publishers could use a salaryin the hands of a court. based compensa
tion model for e-publishing arrangements.
The recent Supreme Court
decision in New York Times Co. Under such a mootel, the author could be paid a per diem rate
v. Tasini addresses a problem for the period of time her book was available electronically.
similar to the one addressed
by the Rossetta Books court.82
It is useful to briefly discuss that case here, from Tasini is that electronic publication subsequent
however, because it illustrates a different sort of to traditional publication may not constitute simply a
concern that should be on the minds of authors revision of the earlier form of publication. Therefore,
and publishers contracting in the age of the e-book. to the extent that the rights of traditional and electronic
The Tasini case involved a group of freelance writers publishing are viewed as distinct, both parties need to
whose contributions to periodicals were subsequently consider the impact that the right to publish in one form
licensed by the periodicals for inclusion in electronic may have on the value of the right to publish in the other.
However, it should be noted that courts may not
databases.83 The authors objected to this practice because
always
treat electronic publication rights and traditional
their contracts with the periodicals only granted the
periodicals the right to" 'reproduc[e] and distribut[e]' publication rights as entirely distinct. Publishers and
the individual works in 'any revision of that collective authors must therefore pay close attention to exactly
work.' "84 The authors thus claimed that the periodicals what rights in the work they are bargaining over. The
CRC Press,LLC v. Wolfram Research, Inc. case makes
secondary use of their works deprived them of their right
to benefit financially from the use of their copyrighted this distressing point clear. The case involved a contract between a mathematician and a publisher of refermaterials. 85 The authors feared that because they had
9
granted the periodicals the right to publish their ence encyclopedias. The mathematical encyclopedia
work in a printed journal, the inclusion of the published by plaintiff-publisher was developed from a
work in an electronic database-with the potential website that the defendant-author had maintained years
92
for use in contexts far removed from the original before entering contract negotiations with the publisher.
(e.g., on a personal website)-would diminish the The dispute arose when the author, apparently believing
value of the original work and prevent the authors' that the underlying rights to the website still belonged
licensed a version of the website to a third
further exploitation of their material in printed form. 6 to him,
93 The publisher, suing for copyright infringement,
party.
The issue thus confronting the Court was whether
releasing the articles for inclusion in electronic databases argued that the contract signed by the author granted
and distribute
constituted permissible "revisions" of the collective the publisher exclusive rights to publish
9
4
works.87 The Tasini Court relied upon the statutory the work, including derivative works. The publisher
language of section 201(c)88 of the Copyright Act to further argued that the pre-existing website was included
resolve this question.89 The Court held that the in the definition of "derivative works" such that the
release of the authors' works to electronic databases contract encompassed it as well. 95 In response to the
did not constitute permissible "revisions" of the publisher's claim, the author argued that the level
collected works because the electronic database of control that he maintained over the website,
stripped the works from their original context and before and after the publication of the encyclopedia,
and the fact that the website and the bound book
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were not identical, proved that he retained copyright
in the pre-existing work and was therefore free
96
to license the website contents to a third party.
The court recognized that the agreement between
the publisher and author was unclear both as to whether
the principle "work" referred to in the contract was the
website or the book and as to the scope of derivative
works allowed under the contract. 97 The court nevertheless held that the rights to the website were included in the
transfer to the publisher despite the fact that the website
predatedthe encyclopedia and that the author retained
control over and modified its contents during the period
of his contractual relationship with the publisher. 98

D. Compensating e-Authors
Under the traditional publishing regime, authors typically receive between 10 and 15 percent of the cover price
for every hardcover or paperback sold. (As mentioned
above, this is traditionally paid in the form of an advance
against future royalties.) The publisher, on the other hand,
retains the rest of the cover price to finance the marketing
of the book as well as the "plant" costs of producing it. It
is questionable, however, whether e-publishing arrangements will track this traditional compensation scheme.
Two basic facts point to a need for a new method
of compensating authors whose works are published
First, and foremost, e-publishing
electronically.
eliminates the "plant" costs inherent in traditional
publishing. Thus a publisher's financial outlay to
actually bring a work into the material world is
much less when a work is published electronically.
Secondly, compensating an author based on "units"
sold is much more difficult in an online world. As
Stephen King discovered when he attempted his own
e-publishing venture, the number of "units" sold in the
form of downloads is not always an accurate accounting
of how many copies are actually distributed. Publishers'
accounting systems have long been a source of debate
between authors, agents, and publishers,99 and the advent
of electronic publishing will certainly aggravate this
tension. This basic accounting difficulty also leads
to a secondary sort of problem. Aside from
merely calculating the royalties due an author, sales
figures for each book affect the advance an author
can expect to receive for her next book. Thus, accuracy in accounting, under the traditional scheme,
plays a crucial role in establishing an author's bar-

gaining power in future book deal negotiations.
The publishing industry, under pressure from the
Association of Authors' Representatives, has recently
taken steps toward maximizing the benefits of electronic
publishers for authors. Random House, the largest trade
publisher in the United States, announced in November
2000 that its authors would receive 50 percent of the sale
price of each electronic book sold." 0 However, in light of
the basic differences between electronic and traditional
publishing, this may well prove to be a flawed approach.
Rather than basing royalty payments on the number
of copies sold, as is the current model, perhaps authors
and publishers could use a salary-based compensation
model for e-publishing arrangements. Under such a
model, the author could be paid a per diem rate for the
period of time her book was available electronically.
Amazon.com, for example, could license an Amy Tan
novel from her publisher for, say, ten years. During the
license period, e-book distributors could make the book
available to readers via their websites or other online
distribution methods. The salary paid to the author
could possibly be based on the unit price at which the
book would be sold to the consumer or the frequency
of visitors to the site or other online distribution
venue. Similarly, a formula could be developed
that multiplies the number of downloads of the
work by a estimated number of subsequent readers
who get their "copies" of the book from the
original purchaser rather than the licensed distributor.
In addition to eliminating some of the guesswork
from accounting for books sold in electronic form, the
above described licensing payment scheme would also
solve the problem of what constitutes "out of print" for
electronic books. Currently, publishing contracts include
a "right of reversion" clause, whereby the right to publish
an author's material reverts from the publisher back to
the author when the publisher no longer has copies of the
book available for sale. This right of reversion benefits
the author whose book is no longer selling because
she can then either re-market and re-sell the book to
a more interested publisher, or can update or change
the original book to compete in a changed marketplace.
With traditional books, problems of warehouse space,
printing costs, potential for paper to deteriorate or
become infested by bugs and other hazards, and the
related problem of booksellers' limited shelf space, all
contribute to the potential for a book to fall "out of
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print." Electronic publishing, and the ability to keep a
book available to the public without having to actually
store or protect physical objects, means, conceivably,
that a book will never go out of print. This situation
may sound like a good one for the author whose book
is actually being sold and read by the public, but for
the author whose book has been forgotten-by both the
publisher and the reading public-the right to reclaim
the original grant to the publisher will be greatly missed.
Thus, limiting the grant of electronic publishing rights to
a set term of years, rather than for the presumed life of the
book, would benefit the author in this regard. At the end
of the term, the author (or the book publisher acting on
her behalf) could reclaim the electronic publishing rights
and put them, once again, to their highest valued use.

The" author wishes to thank Kelly Vest
Inc.
and Paul Werner for their editorial contributions.
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